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Abstract. LyonTech consortium is ready and motivated for Robocup@home
thematics and especially for the Social Standard Platform. We provide :
i) highly qualified researchers in several areas of robotics (robot naviga-
tion, robot control, computer vision); ii) a fruitful collaboration between
researchers and engineers; iii) past participations in the competition; iv)
the integration of a large number of highly qualified students from dif-
ferent engineering schools (eq. Universities); v) expertise on ROS and
Naoqi frameworks.

1 Introduction

La Doua - LyonTech is the main technology campus of Lyon, France. This cam-
pus is home to 25000 students, 1500 researchers and 1200 PhD students, spread
out over a 100 hectare area. Different organizations inside the campus gath-
ered to create the LyonTech team in order to participate to the Robocup@home
challenge. The LyonTech team members belong to three teaching entities, two
research laboratories, and mainly to the Chroma research team from INRIA :

– CPE Lyon, Engineering school1, former robocup team in 2013 and 2016
– INSA Lyon, Engineering school1, candidate for robocup 2016 organization
– University Claude Bernard Lyon 1 and its engineering school1 Polytech Lyon
– CITI Lab., Centre of Innovation in Telecommunications and Integration of

Service (INRIA)
– LIRIS, Vision and information system laboratory (CNRS)

As we gather to create this new team, we aim to use our synergy to contribute
to the Robocup@home thematics with the Social Standard Platform.

This paper is organized as follows:

– Research and engineering interests

1 eq. University
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– Previous results and contributions to Robocup and Robocup@home

– Our solutions for the SSPL

– Conclusion and references

2 Research and engineering competences

The LyonTech consortium consists of highly qualified researchers in computer
science (AI, vision, navigation) working in research and teaching environments
together with groups of highly skilled students.

2.1 Teaching involvement

The 3 teaching entities mentioned in introduction are very active in the robotic
field.

CPE Lyon is a 130 years old engineering school (chemistry and computer
science diplomas) that offers a ”service robotics” speciality (fourth and fifth
year), based on software development for robotics (the robotic framework ROS),
embedded systems, and a bit of mechatronics. The courses are based on a lot of
practical work on different platforms (custom ROS plateforms, Youbot, Baxter,
Naos, Peppers, Turtlebots, UAVs ...). To finish their training, students have
to work on a robotic project. Robocup@home is a convenient opportunity for
students to work on a challenging global project, so we decided to keep working
on this Robocup@home project for the following years.

INSA Lyon is a leading engineering school belonging to the French INSA
institute (National Institute of Applied Sciences). INSA Lyon boasts 23 research
laboratories, more than 600 researchers and teacher-researchers, 650 PhD stu-
dents and over 1,000 industrial contracts with the socio-economic world. It has
been now 4 years that the Telecom Department has been offering a ”Robotics
& A.I.” specialization during the fifth year. Students are trained to autonomous
navigation (perception, mapping, planning) and multi-robot cooperation. They
also carry out a project, under ROS system, with mobile robots among one
Pepper humanoid, 20 Turtlebot robots and 5 Parrot Bibop UAVs. Since 2017
some of them are working on human-aware navigation with Pepper for the
Robocup@home project.

Polytech Lyon is an engineering school integrated to University Claude Bernard
Lyon 1. The school’s IT Department offers an ”agent and multi-agent systems”
module that focuses on artificial intelligence, considering various learning ap-
proaches (machine learning, developmental learning) or bio-inspired methods.
Specific courses in this module are dedicated to a project where students have to
apply these techniques to robotics, using robotic framework ROS and a platform
composed of mobile robots. Robocup@home provides a suitable and motivating
setting for this project.
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2.2 Research competences

Research on robotics and application are well developed and structured. Two
laboratories are involved in the LyonTech team.

CITI is an academic laboratory associated with INSA Lyon and INRIA. The
CITI Laboratory develops research activities bringing together computer science,
networking, and digital communications to address the challenging issues related
to the development of IoT, fleet of connected vehicles and robots. The Lab.
houses around 100 people, who are organized in 6 teams (see http://www.citi-
lab.fr/).
Among these teams, Chroma is an INRIA team-project dedicated to human-
aware navigation and multi-robot systems (https://team.inria.fr/chroma).
Jacques Saraydaryan, Fabrice Jumel, Laetitia Matignon, Christian Wolf and
Olivier Simonin are members of the Chroma team (led by Prof. O. Simonin),
which researchs focus on human-aware robot navigation and cooperation in dy-
namic environments.

LIRIS is a laboratory of the French Center of National Research (CNRS) with
more than 300 researchers (140 research staff) from University of Lyon working
in a variety of computer science fields: Computer Vision, Machine Learning and
AI, geometry and modeling, data science, services, distributed systems, security,
simulation, virtuality, computational sciences, interactions and cognition. The
members involved in the LyonTech project are part of two different work groups,
namely the Computer Vision Group (Imagine) and the Multi Agent Systems
Group (SMA).

The Robocup@home challenge is an opportunity for team members to work
on their specialties (image analysis, navigation, robot fleet management). It helps
them to define use cases to drive research focus. For example the cases of robot
waiter and tour guide robot are directly considered in our study benchmarks for
navigation.

3 Previous results and contributions to Robocup and
Robocup@home

LyonTech is composed by former members of CPE Lyon team and by former
candidates for Robocup organization.

– ’Lyon CPE” team : 3rd place at Robocup@work, Joao Pessoa, Brazil, 2013
– ”CPE Robot Forum” team : 15th place at Robocup@home OPL Leipzig,

Germany, 2016
– Lyon city and INSA candidated for the organization of the Robocup, in 2016

(co-led by O. Simonin from Chroma/CITI team).
– Fabrice Jumel (CPE Lyon/CITI) is a Robocup@home evangelist for France,

linked with the application of Bordeaux for Robocup 2020 and the fu-
ture French Robocup regional committee. He is TC Robocup@home for
2017-2018. Organizer of a French @home open (first edition 24, 25th Jan-
uary 2018 in Lyon). He was OC for Robocup@home SSPL in Nagoya and
Robocup@home LARC in Recife.
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Fig. 1. Original recent work on visual perception done by the consortium: (a) ges-
ture recognition [1]; (b) activity recognition [3]; (c) hand pose estimation [4]; semantic
segmentation [5].

4 Our solutions for the SSPL

The architecture of LyonTech’s embedded AI software is shown in Figure 3. It
contains modules which have been developed in different research groups of the
consortium, completed by off-the shelf modules which tackle standard tasks, as
well as engineering bricks interconnecting these modules. The scientific expertise
of the consortium is broad and targets the needs of the competition:

Perception Our computer vision experts bring knowledge in gesture recogni-
tion [1], activity recognition [2, 3], articulated pose estimation [4], semantic
segmentation [5] and object recognition [6]. A large part of these methods are
capable of running on real time and have been integrated in our platforms
of mobile robots. Our combined work allows us to be aware of the objects
present in a room, their locations, as well as the ongoing activities in this
room.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Flow grid mapping and navigation in crowed environment (a) Experiments with
real robot ; (b) Simulation with 200 persons

Motion planning and Decision making Our expertise in robotics relates to
motion planning in dynamic and uncertain environments, mapping, local-
ization and decision-making for single and multi-robot systems. The work
focuses on autonomous navigation in crowded environments (human-aware
navigation) and in urban traffic (autonomous vehicles) for human assistance
[7–9]. We also explore robot fleet cooperation for human scene observation
[10], 3D environment mapping, transport and service delivery [11]. We ex-
periment and evaluate the models with Pepper humanoids, fleets of mobile
robots (cf. Figure 2) and UAVs, and two equipped/autonomous cars (see
https://team.inria.fr/chroma/en/plate-formes/).

Human-Robot Interactions We have been working for years on different in-
teractions with robots (from teleoperation to multirobots orchestration [12–
15]). Since this year, we also get strong support from the Hoomano company,
which creates solutions for Human-Robot interaction in real world applica-
tions, in particular for Pepper robots.
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Integration All components are integrated using the ROS middleware, which
is the base system of our robot. ROS offers the ability to connect a set of pro-
grams through synchronous and asynchronous communication. Moreover, by
allowing a set of heterogeneous components (probes, actuators, services) to
communicate in a normalized way, processing program can be reused. The
naoqi sdk, provided by softbank/aldebaran with the Pepper robot, gives a
set of API that is mainly used for Robot and Human interactions (speech
recognition, text to speech, robot behavior feedbacks). In order to highlight
the robot activity, the Pepper tablet gives visual feedbacks (javascript frame-
work).

Fig. 3. LyonTech Software Architecture Overview

We define five principal functionality blocks in our architecture (figure 3).
The Robot Navigation Manager is in charge of localizing the robot and
allowing dynamic navigation (obstacles avoidance). The analysis of the robot
environment is performed by Object Detection and recognition modules,
mainly deep neural networks developed inhouse [6] or off-the-shelf modules
like YOLO 9000 [16]. Labeled object positions are provided to other blocks.
All human robot interactions are managed by the Robot Human interaction
block embedded in the robot. The robot also maintains a knowledge database
about its environment (humans, objects and points of interest positions).
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Fig. 4. Example of integration scenario including navigation and object recognition.

Finally, the general manager block works like an orchestrator and gives order
to other blocks in order to achieve scenarios.

5 Conclusion

We gave an overview of the approach which will be used by the LyonTech team to
target the SSPL Robocup@home competition, including the different AI modules
developed in the different research groups of the consortium. Fig. 4 and the video
submitted with this paper present a scenario illustrating our ongoing work.

We believe in the following strengths of the LyonTech consortium: i) highly
qualified researchers in several areas of robotics which are vital for this com-
petition (robot navigation, robot control, computer vision); ii) a fruitful collab-
oration between researchers and engineers; iii) past participations in the com-
petition which allowed us to gain valuable experiences; iv) the integration of a
large number of highly qualified students from different engineering schools (eq.
Universities).
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